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Dear Students and Instructors:

Welcome to college physics! To the students: We know there is a negative stigma associated with physics, and you yourself may harbor some trepidation as you begin this course. But fear not! We’re here to help. Whether you’re worried about your math proficiency, understanding the concepts, or developing your problem-solving skills, the resources available to you are designed to address all of these areas and more. Research has shown that learning styles vary greatly among students. Maybe some of you have a more visual preference, or auditory preference, or some other preferred learning modality. In any case, the resources available to you in this course will satisfy all of these preferences and improve your chance of success. Take a moment to explore below what the textbook and online course have to offer. We suspect that, as you continue to improve throughout the course, some of that initial trepidation will be replaced with excitement.

To start, we have created a new learning medium specific to this book in the form of a comprehensive set of LECTURE VIDEOS — one for every section (259 in all). These animated lectures (created and narrated by the authors) are 2–10 minutes in length, and explain the basic concepts and learning objectives of each section. They are assignable within WileyPLUS and can be paired with follow-up questions that are gradable. In addition to supplementing traditional lecturing, the videos can be used in a variety of ways, including flipping the classroom, a complete set of lectures for online courses, and reviewing for exams. Next, we have enhanced “The Physics of …” examples by increasing the bio-inspired examples by 40%. Although they are of general instructional value, they are also similar to what premed students will encounter in the Chemical and Physical Foundations of Biological Systems Passages section of the MCAT. Finally, we have introduced new “team problems” in the end-of-chapter problems that are designed for group problem-solving exercises. These are context-rich problems of medium difficulty designed for group cooperation, but may also be tackled by the individual student.

One of the great strengths of this text is the synergistic relationship it develops between problem solving and conceptual understanding. For instance, available in WileyPLUS are animated Chalkboard Videos, which consist of short (2–3 min) videos demonstrating step-by-step practical solutions to typical homework problems. Also available are numerous Guided Online (GO) Tutorials that implement a step-by-step pedagogical approach, which provides students a low-stakes environment for refining their problem solving skills. One of the most important techniques developed in the text for solving problems involving multiple forces is the free-body diagram (FBD). Many problems in the force-intensive chapters, such as chapters 4 and 18, take advantage of the new FBD capabilities now available online in WileyPLUS, where students can construct the FBD’s for a select number of problems and be graded on them. Finally, ORION, an online adaptive learning environment, is seamlessly integrated into WileyPLUS for Cutnell & Johnson.

The content and functionality of WileyPLUS, and the adaptive learning environment of ORION (see below), will provide students with all the resources they need to be successful in the course.

• The Lecture Videos created by the authors for each section include questions with intelligent feedback when a student enters the wrong answer.
• The multi-step GO Tutorial problems created in WileyPLUS are designed to provide targeted, intelligent feedback.
• The Free-body Diagram vector drawing tools provide students an easy way to enter answers requiring vector drawing, and also provide enhanced feedback.
• Chalkboard Video Solutions take the students step-by-step through the solution and the thought process of the authors. Problem-solving strategies are discussed, and common misconceptions and potential pitfalls are addressed. The students can then apply these techniques to solve similar, but different problems.

All of these features are designed to encourage students to remain within the WileyPLUS environment, as opposed to pursuing the “pay-for solutions” websites that short circuit the learning process. To the students – We strongly recommend that you take this honest approach to the course. Take full advantage of the many features and learning resources that accompany the text and the online content. Be engaged with the material and push yourself to work through the exercises. Physics may not be the easiest subject to understand, but with the Wiley resources at your disposal and your hard work, you CAN be successful.

We are immensely grateful to all of you who have provided feedback as we’ve worked on this new edition, and to our students who have taught us how to teach. Thank you for your guidance, and keep the feedback coming. Best wishes for success in this course and wherever your major may take you!

Sincerely,

David Young and Shane Stadler, Louisiana State University
email: dyoun14@gmail.com or stadler.lsu.edu@gmail.com
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Our Vision

Our goal is to provide students with the skills they need to succeed in this course, and instructors with the tools they need to develop those skills.

Skills Development

One of the great strengths of this text is the synergistic relationship between conceptual understanding, problem solving, and establishing relevance. We identify here some of the core features of the text that support these synergies.

Conceptual Understanding  Students often regard physics as a collection of equations that can be used blindly to solve problems. However, a good problem-solving technique does not begin with equations. It starts with a firm grasp of physics concepts and how they fit together to provide a coherent description of natural phenomena. Helping students develop a conceptual understanding of physics principles is a primary goal of this text. The features in the text that work toward this goal are:

- Lecture Videos (one for each section of the text)
- Conceptual Examples
- Concepts & Calculations problems (now with video solutions)
- Focus on Concepts homework material
- Check Your Understanding questions
- Concept Simulations (an online feature)

Problem Solving  The ability to reason in an organized and mathematically correct manner is essential to solving problems, and helping students to improve their reasoning skills is also one of our primary goals. To this end, we have included the following features:

- Math Skills boxes for just-in-time delivery of math support
- Explicit reasoning steps in all examples
- Reasoning Strategies for solving certain classes of problems
- Analyzing Multiple-Concept Problems
- Video Support and Tutorials (in WileyPLUS)
  Physics Demonstration Videos
  Video Help
  Concept Simulations
- Problem Solving Insights

Relevance  Since it is always easier to learn something new if it can be related to day-to-day living, we want to show students that physics principles come into play over and over again in their lives. To emphasize this goal, we have included a wide range of applications of physics principles. Many of these applications are biomedical in nature (for example, wireless capsule endoscopy). Others deal with modern technology (for example, 3-D movies). Still others focus on things that we take for granted in our lives (for example, household plumbing). To call attention to the applications we have used the label The Physics of.

The WileyPLUS with ORION Advantage

WileyPLUS is an innovative, research-based online environment for effective teaching and learning. The hallmark of WileyPLUS with ORION for this text is that the media- and text-based resources are all created by the authors of the project, providing a seamless presentation of content.

WileyPLUS builds students’ confidence because it takes the guesswork out of studying by providing students with a clear roadmap: what to do, how to do it, if they did it right.

With WileyPLUS, our efficacy research shows that students improve their outcomes by as much as one letter grade. WileyPLUS helps students take more initiative, so you’ll have greater impact on their achievement in the classroom and beyond.

With WileyPLUS, instructors receive:

- WileyPLUS Quickstart: WileyPLUS comes with a pre-created course plan designed by the author team exclusively for this course. The course plan includes both conceptual assignments and problem-solving assignments, and is found in the Quickstart menu.
- Breadth and Depth of Assessment: WileyPLUS contains a wealth of online questions and problems for creating online homework and assessment including:
  - ALL end-of-chapter questions, plus favorites from past editions not found in the printed text, coded algorithmically, each with at least one form of instructor-controlled question assistance (GO tutorials, hints, link to text, video help)
  - Simulation, animation, and video-based questions
  - Free body and vector drawing questions
  - Test bank questions
- Gradebook: WileyPLUS provides instant access to reports on trends in class performance, student use of course materials, and progress toward learning objectives, thereby helping instructors’ decisions and driving classroom discussion.
With *WileyPLUS*, students receive:

- The complete digital textbook, saving students up to 60% off the cost of a printed text
- Question assistance, including links to relevant sections in the online digital textbook
- Immediate feedback and proof of progress, 24/7
- Integrated, multimedia resources—including animations, simulations, video demonstrations, and much more—that provide multiple study paths and encourage more active learning
- GO Tutorials
- Chalkboard Videos
- Free Body Diagram/Vector Drawing Questions

**New to WileyPlus for the Eleventh Edition**

**Lecture Videos** Short video lectures (259 in all!) have been created and are narrated by the authors for every section of the book. These animated lectures are 2–10 minutes in length, and introduce the basic concepts and learning objectives of each section. Each video is accompanied by questions that can be assigned and graded within WileyPLUS, which are designed to check the students’ understanding of the video lecture content. Other than providing another learning medium that can be accessed by the students at their convenience, these videos are designed to accommodate other learning strategies. For instance, an instructor can create a full video lecture by building a sequence of videos, section by section, and assigning corresponding questions that the students must complete before class. This functionality is well suited for “flipping the classroom,” although it also serves a purpose for conventional lecturing, such as reading quizzes that can be administered outside of lecture. The videos also serve well for reviewing before exams. This comprehensive set of customizable lectures and questions is also suitable for online courses, where students otherwise rely solely on written content.

**Team Problems** In each chapter we have introduced two new “team problems” in the end-of-chapter problems that are designed for group problem-solving exercises. These are context-rich problems of medium difficulty designed for group cooperation, but may also be tackled by the individual student. Many of these problems read like parts of an adventure story, where the student (or their team) is the main character. The motivation for each problem is clear and personal—the pronoun “you” is used throughout, and the problem statements often start with “You and your team need to …”. Pictures and diagrams are not given with these problems except in rare cases. Students must visualize the problems and discuss strategies with their team members to solve them. The problems require two or more steps/multiple concepts (hence the “medium” difficulty level) and may require basic principles learned earlier. Sometimes, there is no specific target variable given, but rather questions like *Will it work?* or *Is it safe?* Suggested solutions are given in the Instructor Solutions Manual.

**The Physics of Problems** The text now contains 294 real-world application examples that reflect our commitment to showing students how relevant physics is in their lives. Each application is identified in the text with the label *The Physics of*. A subset of these examples focuses on biomedical applications, and we have increased their number by 40% in the new edition. Students majoring in biomedical and life sciences will find new examples in every chapter covering topics such as cooling the human brain, abdominal aortic aneurysms, the mechanical properties of bone, and many more! The application of physics principles to biomedical problems in these examples is similar to what premed students will encounter in the *Chemical and Physical Foundations of Biological Systems Passages* section of the MCAT. All biomedical examples and end-of-chapter problems will be marked with the **BIO** icon.

**EXAMPLE 7 | BIO** The Physics of Hearing Loss—Standing Waves in the Ear

**Interactive Graphics** The online reading experience within WileyPLUS has been enhanced with the addition of “Interactive Graphics.” Several static figures in each chapter have been transformed to include interactive elements. These graphics drive students to be more engaged with the extensive art program and allow them to more easily absorb complex and/or long multi-part figures.
Also Available in WileyPLUS

Free-Body Diagram (FBD) Tools  For many problems involving multiple forces, an interactive free-body diagram tool in WileyPLUS is used to construct the diagram. It is essential for students to practice drawing FBDs, as that is the critical first step in solving many equilibrium and non-equilibrium problems with Newton’s second law.

Also Available in WileyPLUS

Free-Body Diagram (FBD) Tools  For many problems involving multiple forces, an interactive free-body diagram tool in WileyPLUS is used to construct the diagram. It is essential for students to practice drawing FBDs, as that is the critical first step in solving many equilibrium and non-equilibrium problems with Newton’s second law.

Tutorial Problems  Some of the homework problems found in the collection at the end of each chapter are marked with a special GO icon. All of these problems are available for assignment via an online homework management program such as WileyPLUS or WebAssign. There are now 550 GO problems in the tenth edition. Each of these problems in WileyPLUS includes a guided tutorial option (not graded) that instructors can make available for student access with or without penalty.

Multiple-choice questions in the GO tutorial include extensive feedback for both correct and incorrect answers.

Access to the GO tutorial
Access to a relevant text example
Answer input, including direction and units
Multiple-choice questions guide students to the proper conceptual basis for the problem. The GO tutorial also includes calculational steps
**WileyPLUS with ORION** provides students with a personal, adaptive learning experience so they can build their proficiency on concepts and use their study time effectively.

Unique to ORION, students begin by taking a quick diagnostic for any chapter. This will determine each student’s baseline proficiency on each topic in the chapter. Students see their individual diagnostic report to help them decide what to do next with the help of ORION’s recommendations.

For each topic, students can either Study or Practice. **Study** directs the student to the specific topic they choose in WileyPLUS, where they can read from the e-textbook, or use the variety of relevant resources available there. Students can also **Practice**, using questions and feedback powered by ORION’s adaptive learning engine. Based on the results of their diagnostic and ongoing practice, ORION will present students with questions appropriate for their current level of understanding, and will continuously adapt to each student, helping them build their proficiency.

ORION includes a number of reports and ongoing recommendations for students to help them maintain their proficiency over time for each topic. Students can easily access ORION from multiple places within WileyPLUS. It does not require any additional registration, and there is not any additional cost for students using this adaptive learning system.

**About the Adaptive Engine** ORION includes a powerful algorithm that feeds questions to students based on their responses to the diagnostic and to the practice questions. Students who answer questions correctly at one difficulty level will soon be given questions at the next difficulty level. If students start to answer some of those questions incorrectly, the system will present questions of lower difficulty. The adaptive engine also takes into account other factors, such as reported confidence levels, time spent on each question, and changes in response options before submitting answers.

The questions used for the adaptive practice are numerous and are not found in the WileyPLUS assignment area. This ensures that students will not be encountering questions in ORION that they may also encounter in their WileyPLUS assessments.

ORION also offers a number of reporting options available for instructors, so that instructors can easily monitor student usage and performance.

**How to access WileyPLUS with ORION**

To access WileyPLUS, students need a WileyPLUS registration code. This can be purchased stand-alone or the code can be bundled with the book. For more information and/or to request a WileyPLUS demonstration, contact your local Wiley sales representative or visit [www.wileyplus.com](http://www.wileyplus.com).
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